Virtual screening strategies: recent advances in the identification and design of anti-cancer agents.
Virtual screening (VS) is a well-established technique, which is now routinely employed in computer aided drug designing process. VS can be broadly classified into two categories, i.e., ligand-based and structure-based approach. In recent years, VS has emerged as a time saving and cost effective technique, capable of screening millions of compounds in a user friendly manner. In the area of cancer drug design, VS methods have been widely used and helped in identifying novel molecules as potential anti-cancer agents. Both ligand-based VS (LBVS) structure-based VS (SBVS) methods have been highly useful in the identification of a number of potential anti-cancer agents exhibiting activities in nanomolar range. In tune with the rapid progress in the enhancement of computational power, VS has witnessed significant change in terms of speed and hit rate and in future it is expected that VS will be a preferential alternative to high throughput screening (HTS). This review, discusses recent trends and contribution of VS in the area of anti-cancer drug discovery.